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CIA (Dis)Information Operations Come Home to the US

By Peter Van Buren, June 02, 2021

Reporters  joke the easiest  job  in  Washington is  CIA  spokesman.  You need only  listen
carefully to questions and say “No comment’ before heading to Happy Hour. The joke,
however, is on us. The reporters pretend to see only one side of the CIA, the passive hiding
of information about itself.

From 1980s Neoliberalism to the Post Covid “New Normal”

By Colin Todhunter, June 02, 2021

Sold under the pretence of a quest for optimising well-being and ‘happiness’, capitalism
thrives on the exploitation of peoples and the environment. What really matters is the strive
to maintain viable profit margins. The prevailing economic system demands ever-increasing
levels of extraction, production and consumption and needs a certain level of annual GDP
growth for large firms to make sufficient profit.

NoVaxx Rebellion; Resist, Refuse, Reject

By Mike Whitney, June 02, 2021

It’s very hard to look back on the events of the last 15 months and not suspect that there is
more to this Covid story than meets the eye; that while the infection does, in fact, kill mostly
older people with multiple underlying conditions, that, perhaps, the virus has been used to
promote a political agenda of which we know very little.

Dr. Fauci and the Origins of the Pandemic: The Biggest Flip-Flop Ever — Who’s Going to Jail?
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By Dr. Joseph Mercola, June 02, 2021

Dr. Anthony Fauci,  director of the National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases
(NIAID), has been a staunch defender of the natural-origin theory for SARS-CoV-2 since the
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. Back in May 2020, CNN used Fauci’s statements on
the issue as proof that then-President Donald Trump was spouting a ridiculous conspiracy
theory.

COVID “Vaccines”: A Faltering Framework

By Dr. Sadaf Gilani, June 02, 2021

From the “absolute risk reduction” you can calculate the “Number Needed to Vaccinate”
which signifies approximately how many people must be injected to hypothetically benefit
just one person. It is a metric every person needs to understand before taking the Covid
injection.

Johns Hopkins  Prof:  ‘One of  the Biggest  Failures  of  Our  Current  Medical  Leadership  Is
Ignoring Natural Immunity’

By David McLoone, June 02, 2021

A Johns Hopkins School of Medicine professor blasted the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) for ignoring crucial data on natural immunity from COVID-19, saying
that “probably half the country has natural immunity from prior infection. This is the most
slow, reactionary, political CDC in American history.”

Emerging  Evidence  Demonstrating  the  Efficacy  of  Ivermectin  in  the  Prophylaxis  and
Treatment  of  COVID-19

By Dr. Pierre Kory, Dr. Gianfranco Umberto Meduri, and et al., June 02, 2021

Meta-analyses  based  on  18  randomized  controlled  treatment  trials  of  ivermectin  in
COVID-19  have  found large,  statistically  significant  reductions  in  mortality,  time to  clinical
recovery,  and  time  to  viral  clearance.  Furthermore,  results  from numerous  controlled
prophylaxis trials report significantly reduced risks of contracting COVID-19 with the regular
use of ivermectin.

Make Way for the Snitch State: The All-Seeing Fourth Branch of Government
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By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, June 02, 2021

Just  about  every  branch  of  the  government—from the  Postal  Service  to  the  Treasury
Department and every agency in between—now has its own surveillance sector, authorized
to spy on the American people.  For instance,  the U.S.  Postal  Service,  which has been
photographing the exterior of every piece of paper mail for the past 20 years, is also spying
on Americans’ texts, emails and social media posts.

Bulgaria: U.S. Paratroopers Stormed Civilian Business in NATO Military Exercise

By Rick Rozoff, June 02, 2021

U.S. Army Europe and Africa announced today that during the Swift Response 21 airborne
military exercise last month along what is now called NATO’s Eastern Flank – from the Baltic
to the Black Sea – troops with the 173rd Airborne Brigade ran a training exercise to practice
seizing a decommissioned air base in Bulgaria that went terribly awry.

Africa Day 2021: The Need for a Continental Response to the Global Crisis

By Abayomi Azikiwe, June 02, 2021

Africa Day for this year was called under the theme “Arts, Culture and Heritage: Levers for
Building the Africa We Want.” The resurrection and enhancement of the African Personality
is  essential  in  the efforts to realize a better  standard of  living based upon the interests of
the majority of workers, farmers, women and youth within the AU region.
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